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Everyone wants to get close to a rock star.
The bright lights.

The music.

Those talented fingers strummingâ€¦ a guitar.

Everyone wants to bang a rock star.
So why do I keep running from the one who wants me?
Iâ€™m Americaâ€™s Sweetheart.

I have a reputation.

Heâ€™s a boy-band icon turned rock god.

Iâ€™m vanilla.

Heâ€™s every flavor of bad.

And heâ€™s much, much too young for me.
If I end up in Nick Ryderâ€™s bed, my career and I will both be screwed.
...but thatâ€™s only if Iâ€™m caught.

Close | Definition of Close by Merriam-Webster : to unite in a concerted stand especially to meet a challenge The family closed ranks to protect one of their own.
Close | Define Close at Dictionary.com to stop or obstruct the entrances, apertures, or gaps in: He closed the crate and tied it up. (of the mind) to make imperceptive
or inaccessible: to close one's mind to the opposite opinion. to bring together the parts of; join; unite (often followed by up): Close up those ranks! The surgeon closed
the incision. Close - definition of close by The Free Dictionary 20. Linguistics Pronounced with the tongue near the palate, as the ee in meet. Used of vowels.

Close Synonyms, Close Antonyms | Thesaurus.com Synonyms for close at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive
alternatives for close. close - Wiktionary If I close my eyes I can see Marie today as I saw her then. Round, rosy face, snub nose, dark hair piled up in a chignon. To
make (e.g. a gap) smaller. Close dictionary definition | close defined An example of close is a house that is only one street away from the community pool. An
example of close is losing the game by only one point. verb.

Nick Jonas - Close ft. Tove Lo Category Music; Song Close; Artist Nick Jonas; Writers Robin Fredriksson, Justin Tranter, Julia Michaels, Tove Lo, Mattias Larsson;
Licensed to YouTube by. Close - Investopedia The close is the end of a trading session in financial markets, the process of exiting a trade, or the final procedure in a
financial transaction. Close Synonyms, Close Antonyms | Merriam-Webster Thesaurus stingy, close, niggardly, parsimonious, penurious, miserly mean being
unwilling or showing unwillingness to share with others. stingy implies a marked lack of generosity.. a stingy child, not given to sharing; close suggests keeping a
tight grip on one's money and possessions.. folks who are very close when charity calls; niggardly implies giving or spending the very smallest amount possible.

Close in | Define Close in at Dictionary.com Close in definition, near, as to a common center; adjacent, especially to a city: The city is enveloping its close-in
suburbs. See more.
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